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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE
Thakur College of Science & Commerce, affiliated to the University of Mumbai was established in 1997 by the founding members, with the notion of providing an avenue of learning within easy reach to the growing young population of Mumbai and its vicinity. Our college has accomplished a spectacular growth over the last two decades of its journey towards excellence in Education and emerged as a leading Higher Educational Institution in Mumbai. At present the total strength of our College [Science & Commerce] is more than 14000 students, 225 teaching staff, and 150 non-teaching staff. The College has consistently attained outstanding results in academics at both Degree & Junior levels. We sincerely believe that innovation, passion and the right technique can make learning effective and fun. The numerous feats and triumphs of our students in Academics, Co Curricular, Extra-Curricular and Sports activity etc. attests to our commitment towards their overall development and welfare. Our team of experienced and dedicated educators and state of the art infrastructure aids the learners to fulfill their potential and cultivate talents in various field. The College, in a short span has a record of ground breaking achievements in every field and has goals of setting international standards in the arena of education. Skill Development, Entrepreneurial Expertise, Industry Alliance and Collaboration with Foreign Universities are just a few examples of our efforts for providing the best opportunities to the learners.

ABOUT THE DEPARTMENT
Department of Banking & Insurance degree was started in the academic Year 2003-2004 by the college. To enable students for self employment & also benefit the industry by providing them with suitable trained persons. Education today is not merely to make a living, but to enable the world to live more amply, with greater vision, finer spirit of hope & achievement. The department of BBI has greater learning experience which helps the students to discover, appreciate individual talent & realize the strength that lie in teamwork & sharing.

ABOUT IQAC
The College IQAC was constituted in 2005 as per the guidelines issued by NAAC, immediately after 1st cycle of Accreditation in the year 2004. Since then IQAC is always instrumental to suggest quality initiatives and pursue the same to set bench marks in quest of excellence. Today, when the world is facing difficult situation of COVID - 19, IQAC of TCSC has decided not only to look into the future but felt the need to make available a global platform for various sectors and stakeholders of academia to come together to discuss present scenario and suggest feasible policies, strategies and solutions by brainstorming through scientific research and evidences through this International Conference.
ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
Under the guidelines of the National Committee headed by the Hon’ble President of India and the Executive Committee headed by the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, the nation is commemorating the 151st birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. Thakur College of Science & Commerce, Mumbai, is organizing a “one day national seminar on gandhian values”, on 31 January, 2022

Mahatma Gandhi dedicated his life to the service of the mankind. He had preached what he thought would assist humanity best and cleared a pathway that people may follow. His philosophy is self transformative. His emphasis on universal upliftment contributed to equality in the society. Gandhi emphasized the philosophy of education which remains beneficial in the modern society.

CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES
To provide an open platform for academicians, researchers, policymakers and ngos where ideas will converge together to save new india with gandhian thoughts.

CHIEF GUEST
DR SUDHARSHANBHAI IYENGER
PHD economics, former vice chancellor of Gujarat Vidyapith Ahmedabad

PANELISTS

PANEL A
DR VIRAL DESAI
Pharmacologist & Naturopath, Nishesh Cure Concepts, Vadodara

DR SUJATA CHAUDHARY
M.A. (dual) History & Political Science, L.L.B. Ph.D., Diploma in Journalism

Mr SANKET MUNOT
Founder: Knowing Gandhi Global friends

PANEL B
DR SATISH KUMAR
Head, University Department of Applied Psychology and counseling center University of Mumbai
and Coordinator Mahatma Gandhi Peace centre University of Mumbai

Dr. HUBNATH PANDEY
Professor

Prof RUKAIYA JOSHI
Director - SustaiNumen , Former Professor, Chairperson CEDSS, SPJIMR

TWO PARALLEL TRACKS

Track A
- Gandhian Perspective On Peace And Harmony
- Gandhian Approach To Women Empowerment
- Gandhian Philosophy Regarding Upliftment Of Various Deprived Section Of The Society.
- Gandhian Thoughts On Morality, Ethics And Values.
- Gandhian Approach Towards Selfreliance.

Track B
- Gandhian Approach To Socio-Economic.
- Applicability Of Gandhian Philosophy Of Gandhian View On Environment Sanitation, Health And Hygiene.
- Gandhian Approach To Rural Development.
- Influence Of Gandhian Thought In "Make In India."
- Gandhian Thoughts On Cooperative Farming And Food Security.
- Principles Of Gandhi And Its Relevance On Quality Of Life.
- Gandhian Legacy In Present-Day India
REGISTRATION FEES
REGISTERATION
AMOUNT FOR PARTICIPATION RS 300/-
AMOUNT FOR PAPER PRESENTATION, PARTICIPATION AND PUBLICATION RS 750/-
LAST DATE OF REGISTRATION 20 JANUARY, 2022

MODE OF PAYMENT
TO PAY THE REGISTRATION FEES THROUGH NEFT/RTGS.
BANK NAME : INDIAN BANK
BRANCH : KANDIVALI
ACCOUNT NUMBER : SB 729168592
IFSC CODE : IDIB000K161
IN FAVOR OF : THAKUR COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND COMMERCE(DEGREE COLLEGE)

JOURNAL NAME: INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ADVANCE & INNOVATIVE RESEARCH
IJAIR IMPACT FACTOR: 7.36

PAPER SUBMISSION DATE
20 JANUARY, 2022

GUIDELINES
- Selection of the research papers will be based on the abstract sent.
- Abstract should not exceed 300 words and should be followed by minimum 3 keywords the cover page of the manuscript must contain
- The title of the paper, author's name, affiliation, mailing address, contact number and email address.
- The paper should be typed in font style - times new roman, font size -12 , line and paragraph spacing - 1.5. Total length of full paper must not exceed 2500 words or 6 pages including graphs, tables and appendices.
- The cover page should not be a part of the paper.
- Submission of the manuscript will imply that it has not been previously published and is not under consideration for publication elsewhere. Please email your contribution in ms word format at gandhiconference2021@gmail.com

REVIEW PROCESS
ALL PAPERS WILL BE EVALUATED THROUGH A BLIND REVIEW PROCESS CONSTITUTED BY EXPERTS FROM VARIOUS INSTITUTIONS & UNIVERSITIES.

THE EVALUATION CRITERIA WILL BE SAME FOR BOTH THE TRACKS
2 PRIZES FOR FACULTY AND 2 PRIZES FOR STUDENTS FOR EACH TRACK
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